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BIRDD: Beagle Investigation Returns with Darwinian Data
This project grew out of a desire to find ways to help students 

develop a deep understanding of evolutionary biology. 

All too frequently evolution is treated as a topic in biology 

courses.

In order to develop a more sophisticated understanding of 

evolutionary biology, students must have opportunities to engage 

in evolutionary problem solving.



BIRDD: Design features
Concentrate on real data from real organisms. 

Provide enough types of data to support more open-ended 

investigations. 

Engage students with research like problem solving.



BIRDD: The long view - 4 project phases
Digital data - Spreadsheets provide access to data in electronic 

formats.

Databases organize data - Integrating data types into a single 

interface.

Web accessible data - Hyperlinked information supporting open 

pedagogy. 

Internet enabled research  - Participatory pedagogy and authentic 

science. 



Electronic data
Compiled morphological data from over 7,400 

individual Darwin's finches. The majority of the 

data are beak/bill dimensions. 

Included are measurements on 51 historically 

important specimens collected by Charles 

Darwin and others on HMS Beagle. 

David Lack measured over 6,500 specimens and 

deposited copies of his measurements in the 

British Museum (Natural History) and the 

California Academy of Sciences (CAS)

















Problem Posing
To understand science as it is practiced, rather than solving already well-formulated 

problems from a textbook, students must be engaged in problem-posing. To appreciate 

this, students must learn that they could stand in the field or laboratory forever and no 

problems would come to them pre-posed. 



Problem Solving
After having posed a problem, students need to experience open-ended 

problem-solving. Real scientific problems do not have answers at the back of the book. 

The scientist entertains multiple competing hypotheses and makes inferences over a 

long series of experimental observations. 



Peer Persuasion
Research is not complete, no matter how many experiments have been conducted, no 

matter how many puzzles have been solved, until peers outside of a research team are 

persuaded of the utility of the answers. Persuasion is a social process and an essential 

one for students to experience in order to understand the nature of scientific theories 

and paradigm shifts. 



Getting Oriented Activity



Hands on with some data (orientation to the Galapagos)

Do you see different types of patterns when you look at different scales or resolutions? 

For example, try dividing the archipelago into 4 quadrants and looking at the 

distributions within each. Or, try mapping genera instead of species. What does it look 

like if you make island categories of small, medium and large?

Are there features that seem to correlate with the presence or absence of particular 

species? Which species are most likely to be found together?

Find a phylogeny of the finches and see if that information is useful in explaining what 

you have observed.



Report out

Who are you?

What did you learn?

What questions arose?

What kinds of data do you need?



Working with BIRDD Morphology Data in CODAP



Working with BIRDD Morphology Data in CODAP
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